T R O Y School District
Once again, we are proud
to bring you this issue of our
Troy School District news, which
is filled with exciting learning
opportunities and achievements
happening in our schools. You
may notice something a little
different about this issue. Some
of the articles you’ll find here
are color coded, and that’s for a
very specific reason. When we
Dr. Richard Machesky began our path to World Class,
we identified four characteristics that would provide
the framework for our district to guide our work in the
classroom and beyond. Since then, as we have begun
living those characteristics, we felt it was important to
show our community examples of our work and how each
fits into our World Class goals:
Prioritize the Learning of our People—this is our
GOLD pillar, which signifies the importance of ensuring
that both our students AND the adults in our organization
have high-impact learning opportunities that improve and
enhance the work that we all do.
Empower Students to Connect Learning to
their World—this is our BLUE pillar, which gives students
ownership over their learning and provides authentic,
deep learning experiences using the six C’s into every
classroom.
Attend to the Social, Emotional and Physical
Well-Being of All—this is our RED pillar, which engages
and connects students and recognizes the importance
of the emotional and social needs of everyone in the
organization.
Invest in the Learning of Pre-Kindergarten
Students—this is our GREEN pillar, which demonstrates
the critical importance of providing high-quality preschool
experiences for all students.
When we have a story that illustrates one of our
World Class Characteristics, we will color code the
story to match the pillar. You will be able to easily see
the impact of our work and measure our progress toward
World Class by the year 2020.
One word about our GREEN pillar (Invest in the
Learning of Pre-Kindergarten Students)—just before
press time, we held a groundbreaking for our Early
Childhood Learning Center. We are very excited about
this new facility, which will allow us to offer literacy-rich
preschool opportunities to a greater number of students
and provide a seamless transition to kindergarten in the
Troy School District. More information to follow in our
June issue.
World Class by 2020—The Best is Yet to Come!
Dr. Richard Machesky
Superintendent
Troy School District

TSD BREAKS GROUND ON STATE-OF-THE-ART
EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTER

TSD officials, City officials & preschool students broke ground on new 72,000 sq. ft. facility, which will
open in the fall of 2019, and will offer a high-quality preschool experience to even more children in Troy.

TO PARKLAND WITH LOVE
Students and staff at Troy High School, Athens High School, Boulan
Park Middle School and Larson Middle School reached out to their
counterparts at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland,
Florida, the scene of a deadly school shooting in February.
At Troy High and Boulan Park, students wrote hundreds of letters
and cards to Parkland students, sending messages of love, prayers
and positive thoughts. At Athens, students and art teachers sent
student artwork and uplifting messages. And at Larson, the Craft
Club made a banner in a show of support that could be hung at
the school to let Stoneman Douglas students know that people
as far away from Troy were thinking of them.
“Troy High senior Emma Bossenberger came to me
the day after the tragedy and asked if we could engage
students in our school to write letters to show Troy
High’s support for the victims and students in Parkland,”
said English teacher Jennifer Opalewski. Within 24
hours, students from THS’s “Reach” club pulled the idea
together and by the next morning,

Continued on page 4
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PARENTS GET WORLD CLASS EDUCATION, TOO!

Parents recently “went back to school”
to learn about how the process of teaching
children to read has changed from when
they had grown up.
“Our district vision is to
become a world class
school district,” said Kris
Griffor, TSD Assistant
Superintendent
of
Elementary Instruction.
“We’ve
partnered
with Teachers College
Reading and Writing
Project at Columbia University
to help us refine our craft as educators,” continued
Griffor. During a recent visit to Troy, after TCRWP
worked with staff, they put on a special evening
parent workshop.

Natalie Louis, Senior Staff Developer at TCRWP set
the tone of her presentation to 70 parents with one
very simple idea: “We have to change the way we are
teaching reading; instead
of a passive process, with
teachers feeding students
information for them to
react to, it should be a
more active process, with
students involved in the
actual steps of learning.”
Let them use a passionate
interest as the launch pad
for reading and writing.
“Students do their best work with the most current
knowledge, and are much more apt to work hard
when the subject matter is interesting to them.”
Continued on page 2
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8TH GRADE STUDENTS PURSUE PASSIONS IN 20 TIME

On Fridays at
BPMS,
you
can
find
students
in
Allyson
Pagnani’s
8th grade English
class
participating
in “20time,” which is
similar to Google’s
‘Genius Hour,’ where
software
engineers
spend 20% of their
time to work on any pet
project that they want. The
idea is simple. Allow people
to work on something
that interests them, and
productivity will go up. Pagnani liked the idea,
and discovered “20time.” “Students have one
hour per week (20%) to pursue something they
are really passionate about,” said Pagnani.

EMPOWER STUDENTS

For example, one student started his own
YouTube channel that shows reviews of current
books. Others are writing novels, penning
lyrics for a music album, planning fundraisers
for charities like Doctors without Borders,
and creating “bullet journals” to help teens

with organization, to name just
a few.
“As long as their ideas
involve some aspect of English
Language Arts: reading,
writing,
researching,
or
communicating,
the possibilities are
endless,”
continued
Pagnani.
“Our 20%
work-time is every
Friday for the entire
class period. Each
week, students ask to
make sure they will still
be given 20time that
week, and the answer is always yes.”
Alyssa Matuza and Karis Mulcahy are
organizing a toy drive for Children’s
Hospital of Troy. “I look forward to
20time each week. You can do something
important,” said Matuza.
Google’s mission in creating “Genius Hour”
was to amp up productivity in the workplace.
Pagnani’s “20time” allows students to let

SCHROEDER STUDENTS LEARN ABOUT
BLACK HISTORY IN SONG

Music class at Schroeder Elementary
connected music with a history lesson
about a famous opera singer named
Marian Anderson, the first African
American to perform with the New
York Metropolitan Opera, back in 1955.
Music teacher Corrie Spurlin shared the
book “When Marian Sang,” which tells
Marian’s story with music. When lyrics
appeared in the book, Spurlin played a
recording of Marian singing that particular song.
“African Americans have a rich history
of music and culture,” continued Spurlin.
She talked about John Henry and the Gandy
Dancer, and how African “spirituals” had double
meanings of words vs. symbols. She presented
Etta James singing “Swing Low, Sweet
Chariot,” matching words on a chart, what was
said literally vs. what was meant. “They had
to have coded messages so they could talk to
each other,” said Spurlin. Words like “Chariot”
meant the underground railroad. “Comin’ for to
carry me home,” didn’t mean a house but meant
freedom in the north. “If you get there before I
do, tell all my friends I’m coming too,” meant
watch for me, I’m on my way. The students
hung on every word.
“I didn’t know that the slaves were sending
each other messages with the songs,” said
4th grader Aarya Bhosale. Classmate Caleb

Regner agreed:
“We learned about the
Underground Railroad in history class. It’s not
a real railroad with trains, but a way for slaves
to escape.” They would sing about their plans
so the slave owners didn’t know. “When you
engage multiple senses, like seeing the book,
hearing the words and listening to the music, it
paints a whole rich picture,” concluded Spurlin.
Music really can tell the story.

their creativity soar, solving issues that might
just change the world someday. Students
complete “exit tickets” periodically throughout
the process, so they can track their progress.

Their final assessment will be a presentation
about their project, review of the 20time
process, what they accomplished, what they
learned from the experience, and how they can
implement this knowledge in the future. Stay
tuned for excellence.
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PARENTS GET WORLD
CLASS EDUCATION, TOO!
from page 1

Louis emphasized the value of storytelling
in a safe environment: “Telling family stories
around the dinner table is shown to directly
influence success in writing. Each time a story
is told, more detail is added, it becomes a more
literally colorful experience.” It is essential to
encourage young readers and writers, but it is
also important not to “save” them. “You need
to let them struggle—and this is hard—a few
times before getting it right,” cautioned Louis.
Along with letting them struggle, parents need
to resist the urge to correct. “This is where real
learning occurs,” continued Louis.

Parents gave Louis high marks. Said Hamilton
parent Julie Gould, “The presentation gave us a
refreshing perspective on parenting and promoting
literacy in our homes. I gained some new techniques
and strategies for working with my son, to encourage
his love of learning.” Louis had one final piece of
advice: Have FUN around books and writing. Music
is a powerful tool in reading. Sing with them. Rhyme
with them. That’s why Dr. Seuss books are so popular
and timeless. “If reading is fun, writing will follow.”
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IA EAST & IA CENTRAL VISIT HAITI, BUILD SCHOOLS
For the third year in a row, students from
International Academy East and International
Academy Central have traveled to developing
countries to help construct schools with an
international organization called BuildOn. The
past two years, students visited Honduras and
Malawi; this year, 13 IA students helped build
a school in Haiti, where students have been
waiting over four years for a school to call their
own.

ATTEND TO WELL-BEING

According to IAE student organizer senior
Amy Bray-Cotton, their goal is to support
BuildOn’s efforts in developing countries around the
globe by raising money and building schools: “IAE
and IAC combined raised $30,000 for our BuildOn
project this year. We traveled to a village that didn’t
have electricity or clean running water.” But the

The Three outstanding Troy School District teachers were
surprised in their classrooms with the news that they had been
selected as Teachers of the Year out of 39 nominations received.

had children who will attend the school. “It was great
to spend time with the kids,” continued Bray-Cotton.
Continued on page 4

A DIFFERENT KIND OF VALENTINE’S DAY
AT ATHENS HIGH SCHOOL

Wednesday, February 14 started
out as any regular day at Athens. As
teenagers, high school students had
left traditional Valentine’s Day class
parties long in the past. But this year
was different. This year, Principal Dr.
Lara Dixon wanted to reach out to each
student in her building, with a message
of love and positivity. “I floated this idea
past a few of our staff; they loved it and
ran with it!” said Dixon. The prospect
of dividing over 1,550 student names among
100 staff members, and making sure no one
was left out, was daunting. “But we were up for
the challenge,” continued Dixon, and teachers
Kristy Pierce, Elizabeth Denyes, Stacie Klumpp,
Rachel Peterson, Kristina Ronan, and Allison

EMPOWER STUDENTS

trip was not just about construction. The students
stayed with host families in the village, many of whom

Congratulations
to our TSD Teachers
of the Year!

Ed Segovia, 2nd Grade Teacher at Morse Elementary, TSD
Elementary Teacher of the Year AND Overall TSD Teacher of
the Year.

Stefanski led the charge.
Working in secret in the “planning room,”
each student’s name was cross-referenced
to a staff member, and the giant handwriting
exercise began. The postcards read “Happy
Valentine’s Day from the Athens Staff! You are
a real TREAT to have at Athens,” with the flip
side left blank as space for the personalized
message.

Katy Stanley, Math and Social Studies Teacher at Larson
Middle School, TSD Middle School Teacher of the Year.

With a project this size, it was amazingly well
kept under wraps, until Wednesday morning,
when Dixon along with teacher Kristy Pierce and
her special student group, whom Dixon calls
a “SWAT Team of Joy,” aided by counselors,
social workers, teachers, and administration-and the amazing parents of the Athens PTO-Continued on page 11

SMITH STUDENTS VISIT THE DIA

Global Studies teachers at Smith Middle School organized a field trip for all 7th grade students to the Detroit Institute of
Art in January. Students spent the morning exploring the museum and analyzing various pieces of artwork and artifacts to
identify the cultures that they came from. They examined “clues” in the artwork--specifically writing, clothing styles, religion
and government--to decide if it came from Egyptian, Babylonian, Islamic Kingdom, Greek, Roman or African Kingdoms, and
carefully documented their observations. For many students, it was their first time ever visiting the museum.

Stacie Klumpp, Math Teacher at Athens High School, TSD
High School Teacher of the Year.

ATTEND TO WELL-BEING

EMPOWER STUDENTS
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REGISTER NOW FOR
5th GRADE FITNESS RUN

Register your fifth grader now for the
annual T.R.O.Y. Fitness run, which will
be held at the Boulan Track on Saturday, May 12, at 9:45 a.m. It’s a 2 mile
run/walk, cost is $5, and participants
receive a t-shirt, race bib and snacks
after the race. Register online by April
27 at https://troyfitnessrun.weebly.
com/, or day of the race in person.

www.troy.k12.mi.us

TO PARKLAND
WITH LOVE
from page 1

a plan was in place and the message had gone
viral throughout the THS community. “The
students put out the word they were collecting
letters of love. Some teachers devoted class
time to it and some kids did it on their own and
brought them in,” continued Opalewski.
“We knew that this was something that
couldn’t be ignored and that we needed to take
action,” said Bossenberger. “So instead of just
talking about it, we thought it would be more
meaningful to hand-write letters.” The end
result was more than a thousand “Letters of
Love” from the four schools in Troy.
“Our goal was to let students in Parkland
know that we stand with them, and that we love
and support them,” concluded Bossenberger.
“It seemed like a very small and simple thing.”

EMPOWER STUDENTS

But it was a very big thing, indeed. We have
to start somewhere.

from page 3
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CARDBOARD CHALLENGE ENCOURAGES
CREATIVITY & COLLABORATION AT HILL
The 2nd annual Cardboard Challenge
game contest was a much-anticipated day
at Hill Elementary School.

The project started with students
collecting supplies and drawing out their
games on paper. “We grouped students based
on similar ideas,” said 3rd grade teacher Pam
Mulligan.
“On build-day, they found their
teammates to begin constructing the games.”
Students could only use duct tape, scissors,
string, cups, balls
and
cardboard
boxes to create their
games, and learned
critical thinking skills
and resourcefulness.
“It was really fun
watching our design
become a real game,”
said
3rd
grader
Valentina Mansour.
As the afternoon continued and projects were
completed, teams presented their games then had
the opportunity to see other teams’ games. “Time

to ‘play’ all of the games was incredibly important to
the students.” said teacher Kylie Wood. “They were
just as excited to show off their own game as they
were to play all of the others.” “We were so excited

for this year’s Challenge, and are already
thinking about improvements and ideas
for next year,” concluded Mulligan. “The
Challenge lets students explore their interests and
passions while celebrating child creativity where the
sky is truly the limit!”

IA EAST & IA CENTRAL VISIT HAITI, BUILD SCHOOLS

“On the first night, we were welcomed by a
vibrant, musical march with all of the villagers,
and by the end of the evening, many of us had
two or more little kids by our side.”

IAE Guidance Counselor and BuildOn
sponsor Julie Weatherhead observed the
interaction between students and members
of the Haitian community, and saw them
becoming personally involved in their mission.
“Our students really felt the impact of where
the money they raised for building supplies
and a lifetime of education is going. They tuned
into the importance of being present, together as

people, which helped them appreciate the things they
have back home.” Bray-Cotton agreed, concluding
“Despite the struggles that the country has been
through, the atmosphere was always full of energetic
music, the brightest smiles, and genuine love. I was
surrounded by the happiest people I have ever met,
which is something I’ll never forget.”

in seven countries: Burkina Faso, Haiti, Mali, Malawi,
Nepal, Nicaragua and Senegal.

BuildOn works in some of the poorest countries
on the planet to build schools in villages that have
historically had no adequate school structure. Their
mission is to provide education to break the cycle
of poverty in developing countries around the globe,
and to date they have built more than 1,196 schools

IA EAST AND IA CENTRAL HOST IASA SHOW
a fashion show and other aspects of Indian culture.
Hosted in January by IA East and IA Central
campuses (and held at Athens High School), student
participants performed in 11 dance numbers that
featured many subsets of Indian culture and dance:
Classical, Girls Bhangra, Boys Bhangra, Throwback
Bollywood, Remix, Bollywood, South Indian, Raas,
Garba, Senior Fusion, and
even a Teacher Dance.
If you’ve never seen an IASA performance, you
don’t know what you’re missing. IASA stands for
Indian American Student Association, and it’s a
sight and sound feast for the senses. It’s more than
just Bollywood-style dancing, and this year’s IASA
show combined Indian dances, performance acts,

The title and theme of this
year’s program, Pehechaan, is
Hindi for “Our Identity.” “Our
identities are formed by the
environment in which we are
raised and by the cultures
that surround us,” said Zarin

Farook,’19. Participants share in the rich and
diverse Indian-American traditions that play a key
role in molding individual and communal identities.
And it transcends Indian culture to include students
of every racial and cultural background. Said Amy
Bray-Cotton ’18: “All performers are welcome, and
every person’s identity is enhanced by their passion,
strength, and commitment.
Something we all share.”
Roughly 330 students and
20 staff dancers participated
and performed for a crowd
of over 1,300, sending spirits
soaring and collecting over
$8,000 for charity (proceeds
went to BuildOn and the Red
Cross).

EMPOWER STUDENTS
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MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS DISCOVER
RELIGIOUS DIVERSITY

Troy is proud of its reputation as one
of the most diverse cities in the state of
Michigan. And Troy Schools recognize
the opportunity to teach students about
different cultures by participating in
something called Religious Diversity
Journeys,
hosted
by
InterFaith
Leadership Council of Metropolitan
Detroit, a faith-based civic organization.
Religious Diversity Journeys are six field
trips during the school year, to various
houses of worship. “100 seventh graders across
the district participate (25 students each from
all four middle schools) and extend the history
curriculum of ancient civilizations and religions,”
said Smith Middle School Principal Tim Fulcher.
So far, Troy students have explored Judaism at
Temple Israel, Christianity at Christ Church, Islam
at Muslim Unity Center, and Sikhism at Sikh
Gurdwara, with trips to a Hindu temple and the
Holocaust Museum scheduled for later in the
year. During each day-long Journey, students
learn about the faith, ask questions, share a meal
and participate in activities designed to promote
greater respect and understanding. “We apply
what we learn to understand how as a diverse
community we have more in common with each
other than differences,” said Smith teacher
Georgia Sebastian. While people’s religious
practices and traditions may be different, we do
have the same goals in life which are to be kind,
helpful, caring, and fair to each other.

ATTEND TO WELL-BEING

Boulan Park Middle School
students took a STAND (Students
Taking A New Direction) and placed hundreds of

Although I enjoy this reception for our teachers
every year, this year is particularly exciting for
me because as a parent I nominated a teacher
for the first time—and in doing so, realized that
although completing the application only involves
answering a few essay questions and seeking
a few collaborators to contribute perspectives
as well, it’s still a lot of work. For a teacher who
believed in my foster son and continues to be fully
committed to his success, my nominee changed
the way my student thought about himself both in
and out of the classroom. A year later, I can still
see her impact on him every day. Seeing that
impact is what drove me to nominate her and pour
my heart into her nomination—it may have been
work, but it was a labor of love. Once I submitted
that application, then I was really nervous—I had a
horse in this race and I wanted her to win!

Post-it notes with positive messages randomly in
library books.
At Hamilton Elementary, Dr.
Machesky surprised 87 third graders
by reading “The Magician’s Hat,” by
New England Patriot’s wide receiver
Malcom Mitchell, in which David the
Magician learns about the magical
power of books to explore dreams
and develop creativity. (Fun fact: Dr.
Continued on page 11

STEALTH ELVES SPREAD KINDNESS AT BARNARD

On a frosty March morning, staff and
students at Barnard
Elementary came in
from the cold to discover
brightly colored notes
of warmth and kindness
spread throughout the
building.
On every
child’s desk or table,
on every teacher’s and
secretary’s desk or
computer, and on every
door to every room were
written heartfelt messages like
“You are a super star,” “You’re as nice as a cupcake,”
“You are smart” and “Your laughter brings joy.”
When 4th grader Ishani Sengupta saw her note,

An Annual Salute to our
Outstanding Teachers
Nearly 40 Troy School District
teachers were nominated
by parents, coworkers and
students this year—and a
committee from the Troy
Education
Association
spent hours evaluating
Karl Schmidt
those applications and
debating the merits of applicants before arriving at
their decision on the “top 3” Teachers of the Year.
As Board members, we are left with one of the
easiest and happiest parts of this annual process:
publicly honoring all of the nominees and winners
at our April Board of Education meeting.

MARCH IS READING MONTH
If you’ve been around Troy Schools for very
long, you know how much our
students look forward to when the
calendar page turns from February
to March. It’s “March is Reading”
month! Each school approaches it
a little differently, but all celebrate
reading.

NEWS FROM
SCHOOL BOARD CORNER

she exclaimed with a wide smile on her face, “That is
so kind! It must have taken
hours to spread kindness
all over our building!” When
Autumn Gilmore, also in 4th
grade, read her note that
said, “Keep that smile!” she
replied out loud, “Oh, thank
you.”
Barnard Principal Mrs.
Morey even received a note
that read, “You are a gift!”
No one knows who the
elves were, but on that day, they filled the hearts of
all of the staff and students, supporting Barnard’s
building-wide theme of kindness in a very big way!

It was at that point I truly understood the value of
the nomination itself. Winning this “contest” is
not the point. To be nominated for Outstanding
Teacher of the Year is to have moved someone, to
have made an impact on a student at a level that
drives someone else to publicly recognize you and
say thank you for a job well done. EVERY nominee
stands as a leading example to the rest of our
learning community of what it means to be a worldclass educator. On behalf of the entire Board of
Education, thank you again to all of our nominees
for your outstanding contributions to our kids and
community.

ATHENS TEACHER IS
“ELITE” IN THE COUNTY
Athens High School teacher Adam Burns has been named one of
the “Elite 40 Under 40” by Oakland County Executive L. Brooks
Patterson. The program is an initiative that recognizes and
spotlights dynamic leaders under the age of 40 who are making a
difference in Oakland County and beyond.
Burns, an educator at Athens High
School since 2007, teaches AP English,
Television Production, and an Innovative
Learning Class. He also won the
prestigious Kennedy Award for Education
last year that came with a grant of
$10,000. This latest honor means
Burns was chosen from a field of more
than 220 nominees of top young
professionals and thought leaders.
Congratulations, Mr. Burns!

www.troy.k12.mi.us
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LEARNING IS COOL
BAKER

Baker students work in literary circles
with the book Tuck Everlasting.

Baker Boys Book Club explore
historical fiction.

Baker students conduct
“Google Expeditions.”

BOULAN

Boulan 6th grade student Damon Patton
works on a double helix DNA project.

Boulan students check out the book
brackets for the Troybery Contest.

Boulan students create bookmarks as
part of a a “Positivity Project.”

www.troy.k12.mi.us
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IN MIDDLE SCHOOL
LARSON

Larson Band sounds great
during Music Day.

Larson 6th graders celebrate longtime
campus aide Larue Williams.

Larson teams play Dodgeball for the
American Heart Association.

SMITH

Smith 8th graders engage multiple senses
during National History Day.

Smith students were U-Knighted by sharing ideas
about respect, acceptance and inclusion using a
Visible Thinking routine called Chalk Talk.

Smith students Celebrate Pi Day in math
class with lots of sweet round treats.
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Students Giving Back
fashion show and book drive, with
proceeds to benefit victims of Hurricane
Harvey. They also collected family
recipes and created a cookbook to sell,
raising over $300 for the Red Cross.
Students at
Boulan and
Smith Middle
Schools hosted
“Dodgeball
for the Heart”
tournaments to
raise money for
the American

Over 200 IAE students attended their
annual Charity Ball, to raise money for
the Spirit of Hope Detroit—an outreach
organization supporting
over 600 people each
week with food, substance
abuse recovery, worship,
fellowship. The Mardi Grasthemed event raised over
$2,000.
Morse families celebrated
Diversity and Inclusion by
hosting a potluck dinner,

Heart Association. Students
paid $5 each, formed teams,
and played in the after-school
tournaments after school.

www.troy.k12.mi.us

Hill Elementary & Boulan Middle
students sponsored “penny wars”
to raise money for patients who are
battling leukemia. Hill raised $3,000,
Boulan raised $5,400 for the Leukemia
& Lymphoma Society. No small
change!

Students at Baker duct taped teacher
Nadia Barbat to the cafeteria wall—all
for a good cause! It was part of Baker’s
second
annual
fundraiser to
benefit the
Leukemia &
Lymphoma
Society.
Their goal
was to raise
$8,000.

ACTIVIST – CHARITY WEEK RECAP

Athens High School had a lofty goal of
raising over $100,000 for their annual
Charity Week, a tradition at AHS since
1981. After a very busy week of fundraising

activities, and as a crowd of 1,550 students,

teachers, administrators and friends looked
on, the giant banner was peeled back to
reveal the magic number: $148,813.77!!!
These funds will be donated to Athens’
chosen charity for 2018:
Detroit
Street Care, whose mission is to provide
quality medical care to the underserved
homeless population of Detroit by bridging
the gap between the homeless population
and the medical community.
Across town at Troy High, spirit and
fundraising activities headlined their 3rd
annual Activist Week, where proceeds
went to benefit their chosen charity, “A
Friend for Flint,” which helps school
children and their families, who are still
feeling the effects of the water crisis.
$20,000 in combined cash and donated

personal care items collected (like soap,
toothpaste, tissues, shampoo) were loaded
into delivery vehicles and personally

distributed by THS students to students in
two Flint elementary schools.

EMPOWER STUDENTS
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BPMS STUDENTS LEARN THE STOCK MARKET

They came ready to learn,
and ready to earn…. Boulan Park
Middle School math teacher Mark
Martin kicked off this semester’s
“After School Stock Market”
program.
Twenty students
were given $100,000 each (play
money, don’t worry!) to invest in
the stock market over 10 weeks,
using software provided by the
Securities Industry and Financial
Markets
Association
(SIFMA)
called “The Stock Market Game,” which
simulates the actual real-world stock
market, and teaches students in grades
4 – 12 about economics, investing and
personal finance.
Martin explained how the software

people want to buy or sell them. The
more people want to buy a stock, the
higher the price goes, and the reverse
is also true. In a later session, he talked
about how Amazon was increasing in
value, and how companies like Toys R Us
were floundering because they couldn’t
compete with Amazon’s delivery model.
But it’s not just the buying and selling
that can affect a stock. He explained to
the students how any number of factors
could influence a stock’s worth; that
seemingly non-economical factors, like
when Apple’s CEO Steve Jobs announced
he had cancer, can affect an individual
stock, or even the market as a whole.
“What if a CEO goes to jail?” continued
Martin, as he emphasized the importance
of the information sharing in a
global economy in creating or
depleting wealth.
He also emphasized
how
researching
past
performance can help shape
current trends, but not
always.
Martin explained
about a balanced investment
portfolio, that could include
stocks, mutual funds and
bonds, and taught the kids
about each’s level of risk.

ATTEND TO WELL-BEING

tracks different companies. He used
Apple as an example, explaining how
a stock establishes its value, and that
stocks manifest their worth only when

The kids were quiet.
Taking it all in. But you could
tell the wheels were already
turning as they asked specific questions
about particular investments.
Martin
said: “These kids have learned a lot in 10
weeks. And although it is ‘play money,’
that’s the best way to learn.”

AHS & THS SENIOR

Recognition

Athens seniors Shriya Shah and Lisa Cao were selected
to receive the Michigan Affiliate National Center for
Women and Information Technology (NCWIT) Award
for Aspirations in Computing, for their “computingrelated aspirations and for their outstanding aptitude and
interest in information technology and computing; solid
leadership ability; good
academic history; and
plans for post-secondary
education.”

Esha Ghosalkar, a senior at Troy High, has been
recognized by the Michigan Community Service
Commission with the Governor’s Service Award.
This impressive award is given to diverse recipients from
student leaders to local
businesses who support
the community. Ghosalkar
has been honored for her
“outstanding commitment
to
volunteerism
and
exemplary performance
in enhancing community
life.”

THE ADVOCACY PROJECT HELPS STUDENTS COMMUNICATE
Helping students grow in their
communication, advocate for their needs and
for others, and build community are the focus
of The Advocacy Project at Troy College &
Career High School.

Troy helped spark ideas for the TCCHS Advocacy
Project, according to Svacha. “Anytime teachers
have the opportunity to go outside the box of typical
content or curriculum areas to be creative and have

The year-long, school-wide initiative was
created by Michelle Leonard, Troy College
& Career math teacher, and Olivia Svacha,
lead mentor for Intersect Virtual School, who
both attended Camp One Troy last August.
Through this program, students are learning to
express gratitude as well as engage in team
building; hone response skills to bullying-type
situations; and study social justice issues during Black
History and Women’s History months. The final quarter
will highlight job search and interview preparation.
“It is so impressive that two programs (in-seat and
online) have come together to assist all students to
help them understand not only personal responsibility,
but their commitment to our community, as well,” Deb
MacDonald Linford, principal of TCCHS, said.
Dialogue among some 40 teachers at Camp One

classmates and learned about them and how to work
together. It helps students to be more prepared for
real-life situations. We become closer by building more
friendships, and we come together as a community,”
he said.
The outgrowth of Camp One Troy has been
beneficial to staff, as well as students, according to
MacDonald. “The shared learning from Camp One
Troy that has been brought back to our building has
also enriched our staff and is priceless! It is part of
maintaining a close, cohesive staff,” MacDonald said.
After brainstorming ideas at Camp One Troy
and deciding on this project, Svacha said she and
Leonard started with a student survey for direction
on how students could learn about advocacy through
interaction with others.

true authenticity of what you would like to have your
students learn, you are making a stronger community
of educators and students,” she said.
Carlo Zeretzian, TCCHS student, said that he
especially enjoyed the team-building activities early
in the school year. “I made connections with my

“We have only just touched the surface of how
many situations students can advocate for themselves.
Why not talk about it every year and help students
communicate appropriately, so that they grow to
become good citizens,” Svacha said.
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HISTORY DAY CONTESTANTS ADVANCE TO STATE FINALS

“A trio of Larson students composed an original
musical about suffragettes writing the Declaration

Other students created table-top displays, clay
models and audio-visual presentations on topics

BEMIS & HILL COMPETE IN STATE ROBOTICS CHAMPIONSHIPS
This year, for the first time, Hill and
Bemis Elementary Schools entered teams
in the VEX IQ Robotics Competition, and
recently competed at State championships
in Charlotte, MI: Hill with eight teams and
Bemis with two. According to the Robotics
Education & Competition Foundation, “The
game is called ‘Ringmaster’ and the object
of the game is to attain the highest score
by moving Rings on the Floor Goal and on
Posts on a 4’ x 8’ rectangular field. Matches
are 60 seconds long, and teams must work
collaboratively to score points.”

The Hill teams finished 31st and 32nd respectively
in the team competition, and 17th and 28th in the skills/
autonomous programming. “This was Hill Huskies
Robotics’ inaugural season and our teams included
thirty students ranging from first grade to fifth,” said
Hill Principal Janice Brzezinski. “Our program is
100% volunteer created and volunteer run, and we
could do nothing without our tireless parents and,
more than anything, our determined students—they
worked, played, and competed hard.”

Skills Ranking to 9th and 22nd, respectively, out of
3,182 teams worldwide, and advances the teams to
represent the State of Michigan at the VEX Robotics
Championships, which will be held April 29 – May 1
in Louisville, Kentucky.

Both Bemis teams finished in the top ten,
earning spots in the world championships. “Our
Bemis Thunder Bears brought home the 3rd place
trophy in the Teamwork Challenge, and our Bemis.co
team came in a respectable 5th” said parent coach
Gerald Jung. This bumped them up in the World

STUDENTS WIN CASH FOR FOCUSING ON THE ROAD

A contest where students created public service announcements about the dangers of distracted driving is paying off for seven TSD high
school juniors and seniors. Thanks to the generous support of The Suburban Collection, $4000 was awarded to the winning students.
Troy High students
Isabella Cueny, Kaylee
Won, Madeline Trumbauer
& Quinn Favret won $1000
Athens student
for their second-place
Rachel Goodman
entry. THS students Zahra
won $2,500 for
Ahmad & Hafsa Qureshi
her first-place
won $500 for their thirdentry.
place entry.

like the Americans with Disabilities Act, the Battle of
Gettysburg and Women in WWII. Troy teams have
competed in local and regional NHD competitions
and now are headed toward State competition at
Bay City High School on April 28. “I’m so proud
of our students, they really brought their A-game
to this competition, and each team should be
commended for their hard work,” said Boulan
Middle School teacher Michelle Slaviero.

EMPOWER STUDENTS

of Sentiments, which eventually led to
women’s right to vote. Cole Van Amberg
wrote the script and one of the songs, and
pre-recorded the music with classmates
Ashley Van Kampen and Ashley Richman,”
said Larson history teacher Jeff Knaus.
From Boulan, a dramatic performance
by Caroline Samuelsen and Rachel
Kozlowski brought to life the struggles
of Jefferson and Hamilton, mixed with a
little sass and humor. “Everyone knows
the story of Jefferson, Burr and Hamilton from the
popular stage musical ‘Hamilton,’” said Samuelsen.
“But Rachel and I didn’t want to follow that path.
We wanted to be original and make telling Jefferson
and Hamilton’s story our own.”

ATTEND TO WELL-BEING

The National History Day project is alive
and well in Troy, and this year has been
greeted with creativity by 8th graders from
Boulan, Larson and Smith. NHD is a nonprofit organization that engages over a half
a million middle- and high school students
around the world annually in conducting
research on historical topics. The program
encourages students to demonstrate
knowledge of history by focusing on specific
themes such as (past year’s) Triumph and
Tragedy in History, Turning Points in History
and Innovation in History. The theme for 2018
is Conflict and Compromise in History, and groups
of Troy students have created research-based
projects that applied to this year’s topic.

THS STUDENTS WIN
NATIONAL SCIENCE BOWL®

ATTEND TO WELL-BEING

EMPOWER STUDENTS
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COUNSELORS BUILD MORALE

A team of Troy High juniors won their regional
competition for the 2018 National Science
Bowl® (NSB), one of the premier academic
competitions across the country, and will
advance to compete in the NSB National
Finals April 26 – 30 in Washington, D.C.
Matthew Wang, Jason Zhang, James Gu,
Girish Muthumula, and Hanson Wang are
among over 14,000 students competing for
this title, and the top 16 high school teams
will win $1,000 for their schools’ science
departments and individual awards for team
members.

In the spirit of National School Counseling Week, Larson Counselors Lauren Field and Abbie Stys covered the glass wall to the
counseling office with over 300 sticky notes of daily affirmations
for their students. “I saw something like this on Pinterest, to
increase morale in the workplace,” said Stys. “Why couldn’t it
work here?” Sentiments like “You’ve got this!” “Smile!” “Believe
in yourself!” “You are SMART!” adorned the wall when the students arrived at school. “It was interesting, watching the kids
read over the notes, taking
their time to choose the
right encouraging words
to fit their feeling on that
day,” agreed Field. “You
never know who could
use some positivity.”

ATTEND TO WELL-BEING
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A DIFFERENT KIND OF VALENTINE’S DAY
AT ATHENS HIGH SCHOOL
from page 3

took carts loaded with bagels and the
very special Valentines, and started
entering classrooms. “At first there was
surprise at seeing all of the bagels. But
as students’ names were called, and
they began opening their Valentines, it
became apparent what was happening,”
said PTO president Danielle Buser.
“Students were shocked. Silent at
first, then the hugging, tears and showing the
Valentines to one another began,” observed
TSD Communications Specialist Patrice
Rowbal. “There was a personal affirmation for
each and every student in the building.”

in people’s lives, there is something amazing
about one person taking time to connect with
another. I am grateful that I have such a caring
staff who are always ready to go above and

MARCH IS
READING MONTH

from page 5

Machesky loved histories and mysteries (like the
Hardy Boys series) and became a history teacher
when he grew up.)

Martell Elementary welcomed Karen and
Darrin Brege to celebrate their students reading
over 6,000 hours in March! Karen and Darrin are
the author and illustrator of the Mick Morris Myth
Solver series, which let the reader choose five
endings: normal, super scary, funny, comics, scifi, and super hero just to name a few.

“In the hustle and bustle of all that happens

beyond to make sure kids know we care about
them…all of them,” said Dixon. And it worked.
Students felt the love. One student shared with
Dixon via text: “Thank you for the Valentine, I’ve
never gotten one before. I felt like I mattered.”
That was the plan…mission accomplished.

Wass Elementary students dressed as their
favorite superheroes and gathered together to
show off their “Superhero Reading Powers” kickoff.
Other activities were the Wass Book Swap, “City
Black Out,” where kids brought flashlights to read
in the dark, and “Tournament of Books” contest.

TROY SPORTS NEWS: SPRING SPORTS ROUNDUP
The Troy United Figure Skating team finished
their regular season as district champions.
The B Team not only won the competition but
also won the district championship and are
now heading to the State championship and

the C team placed third overall in the district.
Congratulations to TSD Students: L to R:
Kristina Chen (THS) Deena Aboul-Hassan (IA),
Lauren Ferguson (AHS) Chloe Cafferty (THS)
Rachel Burke (THS) Joy Liao (AHS) Emily
Rosinski (AHS).

Troy High: Synchro Swim State Champions! Athens:
Wrestlers won the Team Districts. Cheerleaders
won the League Championship, the first since
1993. Boys Basketball competed in District
Championships. Troy Boys’ Swim and Dive
sent 6 swimmers and divers to the State meet:
Max Chen, Allen Diao, Joe Barlow, Vijay Vatti,
Colby Dimsdale, and for Diving Owen Larson.
Bowling had Ronald Taylor and Brianna
Scillion make it to the State Meet.

Lana Meaders made it to the State meet for
the bars in Gymnastics.

The boys’ basketball finished the
season in second place in the OAA White
Division. The girls’ basketball season ended in
a hard-fought loss to Bloomfield Hills Marion

in the MHSAA Girls’ Districts.
The boys’
swim saw improvement in personal times
and sent two divers to the MHSAA Regionals.
The Downhill Ski team completed its second
season with a one racer qualifying for the
MHSAA Championships. Wrestlers competed
for a league title and the Grapplers had a senior
who earned over 100 victories over his fouryear career. The Athens Bowling team had a
very successful campaign with two bowlers
being named All League.

www.troy.k12.mi.us
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DISTRICT ROUND UP
Barnard Elementary:

bingo cards by marking off squares like “8
minutes of jogging with your family” “Do
Students decided to forgo their traditional
Leprechaun jumps” and “Go one day withValentine’s Day classroom parties in favor
of a “Day of Service” program, during which out using electronics and exercise instead.”
they created care packages for children at
Morse Elementary:
Children’s Hospital of Michigan - Troy.
Morse celebrated diversity and inclusion
with a potluck and fashion show, which
Bemis Elementary:
The Bemis Bears are building a greenhouse, welcomed over 200 people and raised over
$300 for the Red Cross.
to grow healthy fruits and vegetables to
share with families in our community that
Schroeder Elementary:
may not have ready access to fresh proSchroeder’s Dragon Chess Team took 5th
duce. Students have been researching and
place out of 19 teams in Michigan State’s
fundraising (so far, $21,000!) to get their
K-6 Championship Chess Tournament that
project started.
was held at the Cobo Center in Detroit.

Costello Elementary:

The “Peace Pole” at Costello was created as
part of a garden project that the LINKS (peer
to peer support Program to connect general
ed and special ed students) kids have taken
on to help beautify Costello! The garden appeals to the five senses, along with a picnic
area for everyone to enjoy.

Hamilton Elementary:
Hamilton students are creating a “Welcome
Center” in the front lobby including student-created art to showcase our diverse
population. Each family will be asked to
paint a rock in a way that represents their
family to add to our future rock garden.

Hill Elementary:
Hill celebrated “March Is Reading Month”
with a fun Lego theme: “Reading Builds
Knowledge!” that included student book
reviews, a calendar of reading activities,
and reading logs to keep track of all the
minutes read.

Leonard Elementary:
Third graders at Leonard learned about
owls from the Troy Nature Center, who
brought science to their classes. They
learned why owls are great birds of prey,
saw what owls ate for lunch by dissecting
owl pellets, and were told what owl species
we might see here in Michigan.

Martell Elementary:
Martell students played “Fitness Bingo,”
throughout the month of March, filling their

Troy Union Elementary:
Troy Union’s principal had the privilege of
learning at Teachers College in NYC alongside Founding Director of the Reading and
Writing Project, Lucy Calkins.

Wass Elementary:
The Wass Wolf Pack launched the All Pro
Dad program in February. Parents and their
children learned about making a positive
influence on each other and their community. Dads were given a 30-Day Challenge
to strengthen their relationships with their
sons and daughters.

Wattles Elementary:
The Wattles school community is celebrating 50 years of educational excellence at
Wattles with a special celebration on Friday,
April 13. If you would like to join us, please
contact the Wattles office at 248.823.3400

Baker Middle:
Baker’s Gr8Read book clubs are part of the
district English Language Arts curriculum.
The title of a recent unit was “Why Should
We Remember?” Students selected a book
title that is set in a historical time period,
and groups were formed by the title chosen.

Boulan Middle:
Boulan students participated in a Pound
Fitness workout, using special sets of drumsticks called “rip sticks.” This physical education class provides a full-body, high-intensity interval workout, incorporating

music and rhythmic movements designed
to get the class literally pounding the floor.

Larson Middle:
Seven fantastic Larson students have advanced to State Competition for the National
History Day Project. Congrats to 8th Graders Julia Mejza, Esha Nair, Marcus Rampin,
Varun Jayaraman, Cole Van Amberg, Ashley
Richman, and Ashley Van Kampen. Way to
go, Rebels!

Smith Middle:
The topic of a recent Smith U-Knighted project was respect, acceptance and inclusion.
Students started the hour by participating
in a Visible Thinking routine called Chalk
Talk. They shared several different papers
with pictures or phrases and wrote about
their interpretation or reaction to the image,
phrase or others’ comments.

Athens High:
Athens High School has earned the designation of Evergreen -- the highest rating
possible -- for the 2017-18 program year,
by Michigan Green Schools, for its leadership in environmental stewardship.

IA East:
The Black Student Association at IA East
hosted many events to celebrate Black
History Month, including a hustle dance
class that taught well known shuffles in
the African American community. They also
honored Black excellence with a trivia night
and a screening of the movie The Help.

Troy High:
Troy High sent two teams to compete in the
National Ocean Sciences Bowl in February
at University of Michigan. Congratulations
Justin Zhang, Jasmine Wu, Pratham Soni,
Robert Mu, and Emily Wu on their finish of
second place in Michigan!

Troy College & Career HS:
Students met with representatives from
Oakland and Macomb Community Colleges,
and learned about professions that require
various forms of certification, in addition to
two and four-year degrees during College &
Career Exploration Day.

